Digital Signing as a Service: Remote Signing Service

HIGHLIGHTS
A high assurance signing service for document & signature applications

With the explosion of remote business, trust in electronic documents has become paramount. Electronic signatures are becoming the new standard for agreements and approvals.

Digital signatures are a special type of electronic signatures based on widely recognized PKI technology, which uses digital certificates and signing keys. Digital signing combines strong identity verification, authenticated signature processes, and document integrity mechanisms to provide the highest levels of legal admissibility for your signatures.*

The Entrust Remote Signing Service is a cloud-based turnkey solution integrated into web and desktop applications that allows employees to securely generate legally binding digital signatures on documents without the burden of managing digital certificates and signing keys locally.

KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS
Move to digital signing with agility

Workflow-agnostic: We provide direct integration with document and signature management solutions.

Proven technology and standards: The service is based on globally recognized PKI technology and CSC remote signing protocols.

No compromise on security

Tamper-evident documents: Digital signatures and seals can create read-only documents.

Identity verification: Verified organization details and employee names are embedded into the digital signature.

Timestamping: Guarantee the exact date and time of signing with a trusted timestamp from Entrust.

Trusted by Adobe

Entrust is part of the Adobe Approved Trust List (AATL). All our digital certificates for document signing are natively trusted by Adobe Reader and Adobe Acrobat.

*The definition and criteria for acceptance of electronic signatures may vary by country. Always check local regulations for your electronic signing use-cases.
KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS (CONTINUED)

Quick integration
The Entrust Remote Signing Service is deployed in the cloud, and relies on the CSC (Cloud Signature Consortium) remote signing protocol to communicate between your environment and the Entrust service.

We will provide integration support for Windows desktop signatures and for our partners’ signing applications:

- Adobe Sign
- Let’s Sign (Sysmosoft)

Secure signing process
Only a hash value (fingerprint) of the document is sent to the Remote Signing Service. The documents to sign never leave your application.

WHAT IS INCLUDED IN THE SERVICE

- A license to access the Remote Signing Service
- Adobe-trusted document signing certificates for employees
- A user portal for certificate management and signing logs
- A desktop virtual card for Microsoft Windows operating systems (optional)
- Our public timestamping and OCSP services
- Access to our maintenance and support services

ARCHITECTURE
Employees’s details are verified prior to the issuance of their signing certificate. They get access to a user portal, allowing them to manage their certificate’s lifecycle and access their signing logs.

Learn more at entrust.com
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